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The Colin Leon Memorial Shoot is always a good start to the year. We were blessed 
with probably the best summer weather that the Cape can give but we were doubly 
blessed to have our dear friend Hannes shooting with us. For me that made the day. 

Despite the long queues with everyone paying club and SABU membership fees we 
were able to move to the range close to normal time. I must apologize to all whose 
names I could not place when doing the squadding. The brain fade was most 
embarrassing. I noticed that Bare suffered the same affliction now and again as well 
and he had the list of names in front of him! Hannes was asked at short notice to 
deliver the opening prayer. Dankie Hannes. The shoot was long and hot. It seemed to 
take forever to get through the four details. I was truly exhausted after the ordeal 
despite having drunk about three litres of water on the range. 

There are always some surprises at this event and results, although a bit down on last 
year, were still good. 

The results are as follows: 

 A Class   B Class 

1. Vissy Botha 181 1. Michael Beardwood 161 
2. Mike Di Bona 180 2. Rafael Arellano 161 
3. Jason Di Bona 179 3. Conny Arellano 156 
4. Ronnie Blake 173 4. Jeff Panos 151 
5. Riaan Muller 172 5. Marc Jordan 150 
6. Bas Barkhuysen 171 6. Alan Williams 150 

 Veterans   J Class 

1. Hannes Willers 167 1. Francois Joubert 111 
2. Koos Brink 165 2. Rebecca Leon (only 1 detail shot) 37 
3. Robert Ellis 163 

In the A Class Vissy took the top score of 181. That is the second time he has won. 
On one point less was Mike who was second for the hundredth time. No one shot on 
his target this time either. Third place was Jason just one point behind Mike and 
fourth place was Ronnie who has been off the list for a long time. In fifth place was 
Riaan Muller who has not shot for an even longer time. One point behind was Bas in 
sixth place. On the same score but losing out on the count out was Brent and Bare. 
Well done to all of you for very good shooting. Do well in this event and you are sure 
to be on the list at the end of the year. 
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In the B Class Michael Beardwood (recently demoted) took the gold with a score of 
161. The medal for second place was given to a surprised Conny followed by an even 
more surprised Jeff Panos who received the bronze. Unfortunately I cocked up (with 
some help from Vissy) on checking the scores, as Rafael, who was counted out by 
Michael, beat Conny hands down and will receive his silver medal for this event at the 
next shoot.  On one point less than Jeff was Mark Jordan, now in B Class. Welcome to 
the big league Mark and congratulations on a good score. On the same score were 
Alan Williams and Jermaine Lewis. Well done all of you. 

Top score in the J Class went to Francois Joubert with a score of 111. Good shooting 
for a small guy. Rebecca Leon, shot for the first time and in her grand fathers event 
as well. Great stuff. 

The cherry on the top for the day was Hannes wining the Veterans class with an 
excellent score of 167.  Second was Koos who has joined the class recently and third 
was our super veteran Robert Ellis. Those were certainly very good score recorded by 
the three of you. 

The meal as usual was well worth the wait. The Snoek was again braaied to perfection 
by Ronnie, Mike, Francois and Riaan. Thanks for an excellent meal guys. 

There were some strange happenings. Some targets with only eight shots on and 
some with more than ten. Count them guys, it is easy to loose track.  The shoot 
generally ran smoothly but hell it was hard work without Corena. I now realize just 
how much effort she does put in. I just did a small part of her work and I was 
absolutely shattered by the time I got home and needed a three hour sleep to 
recover. It was the work guys, nothing else and definitely what my wife and the rest 
of you think made me so tired. 

Thanks must go to Mike for his eloquent explanation of the significance of this event 
and for his tribute to Colin who was instrumental in starting this 100m detail.    

Assisting me on the Range for the day were Mike, Graeme, Jason and Bare while the 
butts were manned by John E and Robert Ellis. Vissy helped Graeme with totalling the 
scores after Bare, Mike, Jason, Graeme, Vissy and myself scored the targets after 
each detail. Thanks for the effort guys it is always appreciated by all. There was a lot 
of help and if I have failed to mention anyone, I apologize. 

Thanks to Bare and Francois for taking the money and doing all the admin things and 
also to Vissy for helping me with compiling the results. Not too shabby Vissy – too bad 
the secretary had gone through all the scores again and found a few minor errors ....  
I will personally see that she never misses a CLI clubshoot again! 

The AGM is looming fast on the horizon. There are a number of issues that need to be 
decided upon and urge you all to be there so that we can make decisions that are 
representative of the majority of the members 

Our next event is something different and a change of calendar. We will be hosting 
the Swiss Rifle Club in a mini competition at 300m. To add a bit of history; the .303 
cartridge was developed by a Swiss by the name of Schmidt Rubin who went on to 
develop the rifle that the Swiss army used for many years. So there is a connection.  
The plan is to hold our normal .303 shoot with prizes for the classes as per normal but 
we will take the top five scores (irrespective of class) from each club and they will 
constitute the team result. There will be medals for each team member. I hope they 
don’t kick our butts. 
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Our next event is: 

Distance: 300m   Swiss/CLI Challenge – Normal club shoot rules apply 
Date: 23rd February 2008 
Time: 08:00 
Venue: Good Hope Range 
Ammo: 3 sighters + 10 to count 

Keep Safe 

Darryl 

 

 

FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK: 

Thank you guys, it is good to know that you missed me … although it was for the 
wrong reasons! 

Thanks to Mike who provided the CD with pictures. 

For those who have not paid their club and SABU fees yet, you can do so at the AGM 
tomorrow night or at the latest at the next shoot. 

Congratulations to the following members on their birthdays in February: 

3rd: Adrian Lith 
5th: Jean de Villiers, Chris de Hart 
10th: Riaan Muller 

16th: Ralph Bazier 
17th: Freddie Troost 
21st: Colin Edge 

Hannes Willers, welcome back 
on the shooting range! 

Jason and Mike Di Bona both 
in the top 3 of the A Class 

Claude Hartog keeping a close 
eye on André van der Merwe 

Conny Arellano – 1st time in 
the club with 3 members of 
the same family in the same 

class! 

 
Rebecca Leon with Dad 

Graeme and Bare assisting. 
We hope to see you more 

often, Becce 

 
Graeme presenting Vissy with 

the Colin Leon Memorial 
Trophy – well done, Vissy! 

That’s all from me for now. Corena de Beer (082 826 0453) 


